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IN THE COURT OF CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 

UDALGURI : : ASSAM. 

Smti. Ranjita Agarwalla 

   Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Udalguri, Assam 

Date of Judgment : 28/02/2022 

P.R. Case No. 617/2021 

(GR Case No. 872/2020) 

  U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. 

Police Station - Dimakuchi.  

COMPLAINANT: STATE OF ASSAM 

         OR 

SRI SUDHIR CHANDRA MANDAL  

REPRESENTED BY Mr. M. Khakhlari, Learned 
Additional Public Prosecutor. 

ACCUSED  SRI UTTAM KARMAKAR 

S/o Sri Bhabesh Karmakar 

Vill-No.1 Uttar Dimakuchi, 

P.S.- Dimakuchi, Dist- Udalguri. 

REPRESENTED BY Mr. Sanjib Roy, Learned 
Advocate. 

 

Date of Offence 19.07.2020 

Date of FIR 11.08.2020 

Date of Charge Sheet 21.08.2021 

Date of Offence Explanation.  18.11.2021 

Date of commencement of evidence 07.12.21, 
22.12.21, 11.01.22 

& 23.02.2022. 

Date of which Judgment is reserved Nil 

Date of Judgment 28.02.2022 

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any Nil 
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Accused Details: 

Rank 
of 

the 
Accu
sed 

Name of 
Accused 

Date 
of 

Arrest 

Date of 
Release 
on Bail 

Offences 
charged 

with 

Whether 
Acquitted 

or 
convicted 

Sente
nce 

Impos
ed 

Period of 
Detention 
Undergone 
during Trial 
for purpose 
of Sec. 428 

Cr.PC 

1 Sri Uttam 
Karmakar 

- - 279/304
(A)I.P.C. 

Acquitted - - 

 

 

J U D G M E N T 

1. The factual matrix of the prosecution case is that on 11th 

August, 2020, a written ejahar was lodged at Dimakuchi 

Police Station by Sri Sudhir Chandra Mandal, S/o Late 

Suresh Chandra Mandal, a resident of village No.1 Uttar 

Dimakuchi under Dimakuchi Police Station stating inter-alia 

that on 19-07-2020 his son Amar Krishna Mandal was going 

towards Attarikhat being a pillion rider along with his friend 

Sri Uttam Karmakar’s motorbike bearing registration no. AS-

27B-3392, at about 4:10 P.M. near at Suwala garden his 

son was thrown away from the motorbike as it was rode in 

high speed with negligent manner, resultantly he sustained 

severe injuries on his head and other parts of his body. 

Immediately his son was taken to Tangla Civil Hospital, 

thereafter although he was referred to Gauhati Medical 

College & Hospital but due to critical condition of the 

patient he was admitted in ICU at GNRC, Guwahati. After 
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undergoing treatment for 18 days, on 04-08-2020 at about 

5:10 he succumbed to his injuries. The post mortem was 

conducted at GMCH, Guwahati with the help of Gouripur 

police station. It is mentioned that as he was busy in 

performing the last rituals of the deceased, delay was 

caused in lodging the ejahar. Hence, prayed for taking 

necessary action as per law.  

2. On receipt of the aforesaid ejahar, the Officer-in-Charge of 

Dimakuchi Police Station registered a police case vide 

Dimakuchi PS case no. 70/2020 U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. ASI 

Kamal Kalita was entrusted for investigation and 

accordingly, he investigated the case, visited the place of 

occurrence, prepared the sketch map on 11-08-2020,  

collected post mortem report and prepared seizure list 

bearing MR No. 37/20, the accused was released on PR 

Bond and on completion of the investigation, the 

Investigating Officer submitted charge-sheet U/S 

279/304(A) I.P.C. against the accused person. 

3. On the basis of the charge sheet, cognizance of offence 

was taken under Section 190 (1)(b) of the Cr.P.C. The 

processes were issued for causing appearance of the 

accused person before the Court. Accordingly, on 

appearance of the accused, necessary copies of all relevant 

papers and documents were furnished to him. Finding a 

prima-facie case for commission of offences, the particulars 

of offences U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. were stated and 
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explained to the accused to which the accused pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to stand trial. 

4. In order to bring home the case, the prosecution examined 

as many as eight nos. of PWs in the form of: 

PW 1 Sri Sudhir Mandal (informant). 

PW 2 Sri Rabindra Saha 

PW 3 Sri Birbal Mandal 

PW 4 Sri Prakash Mandal 

PW 5 Sri Santanu Sarkar 

PW 6 Sri Sanjay Mandal  

PW 7 Sri Gautam Mandal and 

PW 8 Sri Biswajit Nandi. 

The prosecution also exhibited the following documents in 

the form of: 

Ext. 1  Ejahar. 

5. After recording the prosecution witnesses, the accused was 

examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C. All the incriminating 

circumstances which appeared in evidence against the 

accused were put to him for his explanation. The accused 

denied all the circumstances and pleaded his innocence. 

Defence declined to adduce any defence evidence.  

6. I have heard the argument put forward by the learned 

Additional P.P. and the learned advocate appearing for the 

accused person. I have also carefully gone through the 

entire evidence available in the case record. 
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7. Points for determination: 

(I)  Whether on 19-07-2020 at about 4:10 P.M. near at 

Suwala garden under Dimakuchi Police Station the 

accused rode his motorcycle on the public road 

with rash and negligent manner so as to endanger 

human life of Amar Krishna Mandal and thereby 

committed the offence punishable U/S 279 I.P.C?  

(II)  Whether on the same day at same time and same 

place the accused by riding his motorcycle on 

Dimakuchi-Attarikhat road near at Suwala garden 

rashly and negligently caused death of the victim 

Amar Krishna Mandal and thereby committed the 

offence punishable U/S 304(A) I.P.C.?  

 
 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR 

DECISION:  

For sake of convenience, let us first have a glimpse to 

the evidence of prosecution witnesses.  

8. PW 1 Sri Sudhir Mandal, who is the informant of this 

case, stated in his deposition that he doesnot know the 

accused person. On 19-07-2020 at about 4 P.M. his son 

Amar Krishna Mandal while he was going towards 

Atarikhat being a pillion rider along with his friend’s  
motorbike, at that time he was hit by a four wheeler 

from his back. He came to know about the incident 

when two fellows apprised him about it. After getting 
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the information he immediately rushed to the Hathkhola 

hospital wherefrom he was referred to Tangla Civil 

Hospital and as his condition was critical, he was 

referred to Gauhati Medical College & Hospital, 

Guwahati. But for better medical treatment, they 

brought the patient to GNRC hospital, Guwahati where 

he was admitted in ICU. Subsequently, after eighteen 

days at GNRC hospital, Guwahati, his son succumbed to 

his injuries. After performing the last rites of his 

deceased son, he lodged the ejahar. Ext. 1 is the ejahar 

and Ext. 1(1) is his signature.  

9. PW 2 Sri Rabindra Sarkar deposed that he doesnot 

know the accused. He heard that informant’s son Amar 

Krishna Mandal being pillion rider while going along 

with the accused in a motorbike which was rode by the 

accused, Amar Krishna Mandal fell down from the bike 

and sustained injuries. Subsequently, though he was 

provided medication, but he succumbed to his injuries.   

10. PW 3 Sri Birbal Mandal brother of the informant 

stated in the same tune that he does not know the 

accused. One year back he heard that his nephew Amar 

Krishna Mandal met with an accident prior to Atarikhat. 

But he does not know how the accident took place and 

after eighteen days of medical treatment at GNRC, 

Guwahati, the injured died.  

11. PW 4 Sri Prakash Mandal, deposed that he knows 

the informant, but does not know the accused. One 
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year back he heard from his son that Amar Krishna 

Mandal met with an accident at Attarikhat. Thereby he 

came to the spot and found Amar Krishna lying in 

injured condition. He was taken to Tangla Civil Hospital, 

thereafter, he took medication at GNRC, Guwahati and 

after fifteen days of the treatment he succumbed to his 

injuries. He doesnot know as to how the accident took 

place.  

12. PW 5 Sri Santanu Sarkar stated that one year back 

he heard that the son of the informant met with  an 

accident at Attarikhat and when he came to the spot he 

found the said boy in injured condition and by calling 

one Ambulance, he was sent to Tangla Civil Hospital. 

Subsequently, he heard that the said boy succumbed to 

his injuries. He doesnot know as to how the accident 

took place.  

13. PW 6 Sri Sanjoy Mandal deposed that one year back 

he heard that Amar Krishna Mandal met with an 

accident at Udalguri-Tangla road. He also heard that 

one bike hit the injured and subsequently he died. 

14. PW 7 Sri Gautam Mandal stated in his deposition 

that he knows both the informant as well as the 

accused person of the case. One and half year back, he 

heard that Amar Krishna Mandal met with an accident 

at Attarikhat and subsequently the victim died. But he 

could not know as to how the accident took place.  
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15. PW 8 Sri Biswajit Nandi stated in his deposition that 

in the year 2020 he heard that Amar Mandal met with a 

road accident at U-T road and the victim died after 20 

days of the incident.  

16. Now from the material available in the record, it reveals 

that though the prosecution side examined as many as 

eight witnesses, but none of the prosecution witnesses 

claimed to be eye witness of the incident and they are 

found to be hearsay witnesses only, and such hearsay 

evidence has not got much evidentiary value in the eye 

of law.  

17. PW 1, the informant has stated that on the day of 

incident while he was at his residence, two fellows 

came and apprised about the accident of his son. But 

he stated that while his son Amar Krishna Mandal on 

19-07-2020 was going towards Attarikhat as a pillion 

rider with his friend in a motorcycle, at about 4 P.M. he 

was hit by a four wheeler from his back. In his cross 

examination he stated that he did not witness the 

incident and which four wheeler vehicle hit him. 

Therefore, it is found that he knew nothing as to how 

the accident took place and who was the rider the 

offending motorbike, on which direction it came and hit 

his son and as such, he could not say for whose fault 

the accident took place. Moreover, in the ejahar he 

mentioned that his son was pillion rider of his friend’s 
motorcycle and was thrown away from that bike. 
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However, PW 1 stated a quite different story in his 

evidence than to the ejahar. The ejahar is not 

corroborated with his evidence.  

18. PW 2 Sri Rabinra Saha stated that he heard that 

informant’s son was a pillion rider of the bike of the 

accused and he fell down from the bike and sustained 

injuries, the accused rode the bike and subsequently, 

the victim succumbed to his injuries. In cross 

examination PW 2 also stated that he did not witness 

the incident. Here, PW 2 stated that the accused rode 

the bike.  

19. Similarly, remaining PWs i.e. PW 3 Sri Birbal Mandal, 

PW 4 Sri Prakash Mandal, PW 5 Sri Santanu 

Sarkar, PW 6 Sri Sanjay Mandal, PW 7 Sri 

Gautam Mandal and PW 8 Sri Biswajit Nandi they 

all clearly stated in their deposition they heard about 

the incident and as such could not know how the 

accident took place. PW 4 came to the spot after the 

incident occurred and found the victim lying in injured 

condition, he was send to Tangla hospital and 

thereafter to GNRC hospital and after fifteen days of his 

treatment he succumbed to his injuries. Similarly, PW 5 

also stated that he came to the spot and found the 

victim in injured condition and by calling 108 vehicle he 

arranged to send the victim to Tangla hospital. But he 

too did not know as to how the occurrence took place. 

Likewise, PW 6 Sri Sanjoy Mandal heard that one 
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bike hit the injured. In cross-examination he stated that 

he did not witness the incident.  

20. It is transparent from the evidences of the prosecution 

witnesses that at the relevant time of accident none 

was available at the place of occurrence and as such 

they could not say as to how the accident took place. 

None of the PWs have uttered a single word about the 

rashly riding of the bike in their respective evidences. 

PW 2 only stated that the accused rode the bike on 

which the victim was a pillion rider. But he too is mum 

that it was rode in rashly or/and negligently. Therefore, 

from the versions of these PWs, it is found that such 

evidences have no value in the eye of law as all of 

them are found to be hearsay witnesses only.  

21. The circumstances under which the accident occurred 

or for whose fault the same was caused is the crucial 

point to be held before coming to the final decision. 

Prosecution has to prove that the accused was either 

rash or negligent while riding his bike at that relevant 

point of time. 

22. For the offence of rash and negligence riding, the 

prosecution has to prove the fact that the accused was 

riding in a hazardous and dangerous manner or is a 

wanton act with knowledge that it may cause injury or 

knowledge that such injury will probably be caused. 

23. For the sake of argument even it was presumed that 
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the offending vehicle entangled with the alleged 

incident, then also none of the prosecution witnesses 

stated that due to rash and negligent riding of the bike 

the accident took place. PW 1 in his ejahar stated that 

the victim i.e. his son was a pillion rider of the bike of 

the accused who rode it and in his evidence he stated a 

different story that his son was hit by a four wheeler 

vehicle from back.  

24. In this instant case the independent witnesses have not 

ascertained that the rider of the vehicle rode it rashly 

and negligently on public road at the time of 

occurrence. Therefore, from the evidence of the 

prosecution witnesses we are not in a position to 

ascertain as to how the accident occurred and/or for 

whose fault the accident took place. None of them is an 

eye witness of the occurrence to claim that he/she saw 

the incident. None of the PWs have whispered that the 

due to the fault of the accused, the accident occurred 

or at the time of occurrence the accused rode his 

vehicle in rash and negligent manner on the public 

road. Therefore, we are of the opinion that no 

incriminating material is found sufficiently to incriminate 

the accused with the alleged offences. Hence, Section 

279 I.P.C. does not attract in this context. 

25. No doubt, there was a road traffic accident that took 

place on the day of occurrence at Udalguri-Tangla road 

prior to Attarikhat under Dimakuchi Police Station near 
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Suwala garden which the defence has not disputed and 

that the deceased succumbed to his injuries due to the 

grievous injury sustained by him for the accident. Here, 

PW 1 i.e. the informant stated that his son i.e. the 

deceased was hit by a four wheeler vehicle from his 

back and PW 2 stated that the deceased was a pillion 

rider of the bike of the accused and he fell down from 

the bike and sustained injuries. From the versions of 

the independent witnesses, it is clear that all of them 

are silent about how the accident occurred as they did 

not witness the accident. All are found to be hearsay 

witnesses only. As such, Section 304(A) I.P.C. does 

not attract herein this case.  

26. From the above discussion, I find that the prosecution 

has failed to establish the offences U/S 279/304(A) 

I.P.C. against the accused beyond reasonable doubt. 

Hence, the accused is not held guilty U/S 279/304(A) 

I.P.C.  

O  R  D  E  R 

27. In the result, accused Sri Uttam Karmakar is acquitted 

from the offences U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. and he is set 

at liberty forthwith. 

28. The seized articles be disposed of as per law if not done 

yet.  

29. Send a copy of this judgment to the District Magistrate, 

Udalguri for kind information as per provisions of 

Section 365 Cr.P.C. 
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The bail bond shall remain in force for next six(6) 

months as per provisions of Section 437(A)Cr.P.C. 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 28th 

day of February, 2022 at Udalguri, Assam.  

 
 
 
            (Ranjita Agarwalla)
       Chief Judicial Magistrate
            Udalguri, Assam.  
Dictated and corrected by me: 
 
 
 
(Ranjita Agarwalla) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate. 
   Udalguri, Assam. 
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LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT WITNESSES 

A. Prosecution: 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

PW1 Sri Sudhir Mandal  Informant 

PW 2  Sri Rabindra Saha Police witness 

PW 3  Sri Birbal Mandal  Do 

PW 4  Sri Prakash Mandal Do 

PW 5  Sri Santanu Sarkar Do 

PW 6  Sri Sanjay Mandal  Do 

PW 7 Sri Gautam Mandal Do 

PW 8 Sri Biswajit Nandi Do 

 

B. Defence Witnesses, if any: 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

 NIL  

 

C. Court Witnesses, if any: 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

 NIL  

 
LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT EXHIBITS 

A. Prosecution: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

1 Ext. 1 Ejahar 

 

B. Defence: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

Nil 
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C. Court Exhibits: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

NIL 

 

D. Material Objects: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

NIL 

             
 

 

 

 

        (Ranjita Agarwalla) 
Chief Judicial Magistrate 
    Udalguri, Assam.  
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28/02/2022   Accused person is present. 

Statement of defence of the accused is 

recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C. The accused denied 

all the circumstances and pleaded his innocent. 

Defence declined to adduce any evidence.  

Heard argument from both sides. 

From the evidence on record, it is found that 

the prosecution has failed to establish the 

offences U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. against the 

accused person. In the result, the accused 

person namely Sri Uttam Karmakar is acquitted 

from the offences U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. and 

he is set at liberty forthwith. 

The seized articles be disposed of as per law if 

not done yet.  

Bail bond shall remain in force for the next 6 

months as per provisions of Section 437-A 

Cr.P.C. 

Send a copy of this judgment to the District 

Magistrate, Udalguri for kind information as per 

provisions of Section 365 Cr.P.C. 

 Judgment is pronounced in the open Court and 

kept separately with the case record. 

Case is accordingly disposed of.  

 


